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The Rifle

At 1:22pm on Nov 22\textsuperscript{nd} a group of men surrounded book boxes which are barely hiding a rifle laying on the floor. A crop of one of the only photos of this rifle laying where it was found is shown below. Crop of CE718

As we have found with each and every other “the Evidence IS the Conspiracy” topic analyzed, the evidence related to a Mannlicher-Carcano supposedly found on the 6\textsuperscript{th} floor is anything but reliable or conclusive as it relates to the shooting of JFK that day or as ever having been in the possession of Lee Harvey Oswald.

There are many “he said-she said” bits of info related to who found the rifle, what it was and where it was originally. We do have 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} day Dallas Police and County Sheriff affidavits calling the rifle something else completely. This paper will deal with the Evidence available and show that the weapon stamped “C2766”, the rifle at the archives, was not in the possession of Lee Harvey Oswald and is simply another item of FBI tainted evidence designed to solely incriminate our favorite patsy.

Assumptions

Connecting the rifle to the accused LONE assassin also assumes, in this case, that:

- there is an evidence trail which connects the rifle shipped from Italy to the rifle Klein’s purchased and then shipped for Hidell’s order (This was still the USA – records of rifles and their serial numbers sold legitimately were required records for businesses like Rupp’s, Crescent/Adams, & Klein’s)
- the accused ordered and paid for the weapon (in other words, Oswald=Hidell)
- the Post Office received and held the weapon for Hidell to pick up informing the Box holder of an oversized package by leaving a note in Oswald’s PO Box
- the accused picked up the 5 foot carton and transported it to 214 W. Neely
- the rifle had then been transported from Neely in Dallas to New Orleans and from New Orleans to Irving, Texas when Ruth takes Oswald’s family from him on Sept 23, 1963
- the accused created a paper sack at his place of work, got it to the Paine garage in Irving, disassembled the rifle, placed the parts in the sack along with a clip and live ammo, retrieved it on the morning of Nov 22\textsuperscript{nd} and got it to the TSBD via a car ride with Wesley Frasier
• the hidden rifle was available to the accused within the TSBD with enough time to reassemble the rifle without tools and then prepare to shoot which with a scoped rifle should include sighting the scope and firing test shots to make adjustments
• the accused was at the window at the correct time with this rifle
• the accused can be connected to the ammunition and clip for said rifle
• the accused can be connected to firing that rifle that day

As we proved in the first "The Evidence IS the Conspiracy" essay, we proceed under the conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald was not in a position to shoot JFK from the 6th floor SE corner of the TSBD with a 40.5" Mannlicher-Carcano, M91/38FC, 6.5mm scoped rifle. Despite the inability to put Oswald in the window, we will still examine the rifle evidence to determine:

1) if it can be authenticated as real evidence and
2) if any of this evidence could be used to incriminate Oswald.

Since we can show that the evidence which puts THAT rifle in Oswald’s possession is inauthentic or fabricated or conflicting (or would not be admissible in a court of law), we can also show that same evidence was the result of an intentional effort to incriminate Oswald and not simply a series of “mishaps and mistakes” from the keystone cops trifecta - the FBI, the Secret Service and Dallas Police Department...

Furthermore, the pistol in evidence, which Oswald supposedly described as something he had bought months before and not through mail order, will also be examined to determine if it can be “authenticated” as evidence to incriminate Oswald for shooting Tippit. (part 2)

Authenticating evidence for a court of law creates what’s called “REAL EVIDENCE”:

**Real evidence is a thing the existence or characteristics of which are relevant and material. It is usually a thing that was directly involved in some event in the case**

*To be admissible, real evidence, like all evidence, must be relevant, material, and competent.*

Real evidence may be authenticated in three ways—1) by identification of a unique object, 2) by identification of an object that has been made unique, and 3) by establishing a chain of custody.

It is understood that we are not trying this in a court of law yet these is no reason not to expect the evidence to reach that standard. If it cannot be authenticated, that evidence’s influence on the reader’s conclusions – as a judge would instruct – should not be considered.

Let’s explore how the Evidence IS the Conspiracy.
The Rifle from Italy to Rupp to Klein’s

(From a “Gun” magazine article found in an Armstrong notebook at Baylor showing Riva, his associate and the factory where C2766 was supposedly made)

While we can trace the rifle back to Italy, there are large holes in the authentication of C2766’s journey as it is traced from Riva’s* work in Italy to it being “found” on the 6th floor of the TSBD. (With a supposedly unique identification number stamped on it and the strict record keeping laws related to the importation and sales of said rifles, keeping our eye on any one rifle should simply be a matter of connecting the dots)

*Riva was contracted by Adams Consolidated/Crescent Firearms (Louis Feldsott owner) to prepare rifles for export which according to the contract included: renovating/repairing defective weapons and removing the serial numbers and other markings to be replaced with “Made in Italy” Bill MacDowal’s "The Great Carcano Swindle" addresses this a bit more deeply since whether this was done or not to all the rifles including C2766 is unknown and unprovable.

This paper will present the evidence to show there is no way to connect a specific rifle to a specific carton since Rupp** usually removes these rifles from their original cartons to fix and clean and prepare them (Adams stopped paying Riva claiming he was not doing his job and many of the rifles were arriving in bad repair). They are then repackaged in the same or new cartons with updated packing info, not necessarily (and in most cases not) the same as those that came from Italy, when they are shipped to Klein’s. (The FBI via Waldman – VP Klein’s - erroneously claims these packing slips from Italy are in fact the packing slips sent as memos from the February shipment of 100 40” FC rifles to Klein’s of which C2766 is supposedly one of them.)

More importantly, we will show that the FBI has removed from evidence documentation provided by the rifle’s importer which involves a shipment to Klein’s in June 1962 that the FBI repurposed to represent the February 1963 shipment, as well as a March 27, 1963 shipment for which there is no direct evidence but is only referred to in another FBI report.

**Fred Rupp was a licensed gun dealer who would pull raw inventory and prepare shipments to meet Crescent orders
Carton #3376 arrives at Harborside – October 25, 1960

The following is a copy of the shipment documentation for 520 cartons of rifles (5200 rifles) on which Riva worked and sent to Crescent (Louis Feldsott, President) aka ADAMS CONSOLIDATED in NYC. These 5200 rifles are placed into storage in New Jersey on October 25, 1960 and, according to the evidence we will investigate, are not disturbed until August 29, 1962.

This shipment, which Mr. Feldsott personally oversaw in Italy includes 10 packing slip numbers one of which, #3376 containing rifle C2766 (between 3305/3436 – highlighted above) out of the 520 packing slips created and recorded at the time of preparation and packing in Italy. We are expected to accept that 10 of these 520 slips from Italy becomes original evidence via Klein’s VP William Waldman for 10 cartons of rifles shipped to Klein’s in Feb 1963.

Packing slips from Italy - #3376 – The WCR offers these 10 packing slips from what they claim to be what Crescent sent Klein’s for the changed April 1962 order. No other DIRECT evidence is offered for any other rifle which was shipped from Crescent (Rupp) to Klein’s prior to Feb 1963. What we will soon see is the indirect evidence of a June 1962 shipment where the FBI simply cannot back-peddle away from the inconsistencies they themselves create.

Fred Rupp tells us via his FBI interview reports that he will use the same cartons if not mutilated and that if a rifle is replaced it will be recorded on the packing slip which Rupp sends with the shipment - “WITH the shipment”
Feldsott tells us that weapons are often not repacked in the same carton from which it was sent from Italy. With regards to the 10 cartons in the Klein’s February delivery in question, they require us to accept

1. that not one of these 100 rifles required exchange
2. that these 10 slips were NOT sent with the shipment per Standard Operating Procedure but were sent as memos after the fact
3. that how they were packed 2 years prior in Italy is exactly the same way they are forwarded on to Klein’s, AND, MORE IMPORTANTLY
4. that they can be connected in some way to the February 1963 shipment to Klein’s

That Harborside receipt/packing slip, dated October 25, 1960, is the last reliable record for the location of Carton #3376 which supposedly contained C2766 per the paperwork done while packing these rifles in ITALY. We will return to these packing slips in due course.

Although an order is placed by Klein’s Sporting Goods in January 1962 for 400 Troop Special (36” M91TS) rifles, and then is subsequently changed to 200 Fucile Corto (40” FC) rifles EFFective April 1962, the evidence available will show that Rupp only begins to remove rifles from Harborside storage in August, 1962.
Feldsott & Rupp describe repacking, replacing and no serial number tracking

Once again we have conflict in the procedures and processes which get the rifle from here to there. Crescent Firearms owner Louis Feldsott who contracted Rupp tells us that rifles are repacked after inspection and that they are often not repacked in the same carton from which they were packing in Italy, yet the packing slip numbers, according to Rupp, can be retained and notation is made if a rifle is replaced.

Rupp FBI report
"‘Rupp’ said his records in no way show the serial number of any individual gun”
"‘Rupp’ advised this his records do not reflect to whom this particular carton (#3376) of guns was shipped..."
"‘Rupp’ stated that his records do not reflect to whom this carton of guns was shipped because the bill of lading furnished to him by North Penn Transfer Company may add this carton number on the bill of lading after they had accepted shipment..."
"‘Rupp’ further advised that he is a federally licensed gun dealer and produced a license which revealed the federal license number as being 23-3072, dated August 30, 1963, and signed by Kanney O. Moon, U. S. Treasury Department, Philadelphia..."
"‘Rupp’ further advised that the particular rifle in question is known internationally as ‘38 E’... ‘Rupp’s’ records would indicate this rifle as a ‘T-38’ rather than ‘38 E’”

More critical to our tracing of the location of rifle #C2766 in Carton #3376 on Slip #3620 are the record requirements of Rupp when removing rifles from storage. Rupp says he in no way tracks serial numbers only carton numbers – and not even that very often as we will see. What needs corroboration is that of the 520 cartons at Harborside, Rupp removes carton #3376 (along with 9 others), prepares the 100 rifles within each carton for shipment without
exchanging a single rifle and sends these cartons to Klein’s – all the while not following his procedures of including a packing slip inside and outside the cartons but mailing these slips to Klein’s VP Waldman after the fact. (In essence the cartons came with no packing lists while these 10 slips – which we will see in due to were supposedly given to the FBI by Feldsott on Nov 22\textsuperscript{nd} – are mailed to Waldman and provided as evidence by HIM in March 1964.

**Rupp removes rifles – Aug 29, 1962**

Every rifle has a serial number – usually a unique number which allows the tracking of a specific rifle as it moves along its distribution chain. (We will come to find that the 4 number designation is repeated by different manufacturers of the same model rifle and that grinding off and creating a new serial number on a rifle is regarded as a very simply process)

![Image of a receipt]

Of the 520 cartons of 10 rifles each placed at Harborside, this is **the earliest record of removal** of rifles by Rupp to satisfy ANY orders offered within the records of the JFK assassination. Carton #3376 does NOT appear on this list of carton ranges – so we must conclude that Rupp did not remove #3376 in this first withdrawal.

There are records and conclusions based on information provided Nov 22\textsuperscript{nd} by Louis Feldsott regarding a **June 18, 1962 shipment of rifles to Klein’s**. What we do not understand
however, is where the June documentation is, or how Klein’s got a shipment from Rupp/Crescent when there were no rifles removed for him to ship between October 25, 1960 and June 18, 1962 – the first removal is August 29, 1962 – much too late for the June 18, 1962 delivery.

Worse yet is the lack of any other carton number shown in the records of removed cartons from Harborside and the 86 cartons of rifles still there yet never checked or investigated as was the case with any of the remaining 99 rifles in the Klein’s inventory as of November 25, 1963.

The above shows the master list of Rupp’s Harborside removals of rifle cartons and each of the corresponding documents related to each removal. After the initial removal at the end of August 1962 which DOES list carton numbers (and excludes #3376), not a single record of rifle carton removals includes a list of the cartons taken, only the number of them and a
generic description. **If carton #3376 was removed from Harborside, there is no way of confirming this critical point in the chain of that rifle’s evidence.**

### #3376 Ships yet no record of removal from Harborside

On a very generic looking and unsigned paper receipt which Rupp claims did not mention to whom the shipment was going (Rupp FBI report), Crescent Firearms shows the shipment of 10 cases to Klein’s on Feb 7, 1963 for their customer order #1243. Of note is the lack of a check next to the one case all of this work is focused upon, #3376 containing C2766, the 6th floor rifle.

Whether or not this document is authentic is difficult to prove while Rupp’s declaration that “**his records do not reflect to whom this particular carton (#3376) of guns was shipped...**” seems hard to reconcile given the info available. According to Rupp, this bill of lading, provided by North Penn, was sent to Crescent and was not part of his records.

The one and only carton not checked off the packing slip is indeed #3376 – an original packing slip from Italy... **In fact, all the packing slips from the infamous “Feb 1963” shipment are originals from Italy (how these ten slips get to the FBI and those conflicts will be addressed shortly).** These records – if somehow connected to the Klein’s Feb ’63 shipment - make it appear as if Rupp did not open or check a single one of these rifles and did not have to replace or repair a single rifle from these 100 rifles to satisfy the Klein’s order from April 1962.
(yet miraculously not delivered until 10 months later, 12 months after ads for the 36” scoped TS rifle began running).

In truth, we cannot connect these 10 packing slips with any **domestic** order at all – and are in my opinion, used to create the VC#=Serial# master sheets from which no other items of corroborating evidence is offered.

The packing slip #3620 for carton #3376 shown in the image below relates to the original CARTON number from Italy per Feldsott, who as we will soon see, is one of two official sources for these 10 slips. One of the major differences to notice is that the packing slip designates the rifles by their **international code** – “38 E” while the Klein’s from Crescent via Rupp uses “T-38” as we see at the beginning of the “DESCRIPTION” line in the shipping order on page 12 and as is mentioned in Rupp’s FBI interview report.

We will show that the evidence is designed to prove itself – a closed loop corroboration. As long as no other records are compared to the 100 rifle evidence, it works, but only with each other. This, to my understanding, is the main reason we do not see a single item of evidence unrelated to these 100 rifles.
C2766 is found on line #3 of carton #3376.

We are also to remember that these are again photocopies with no Chain of Evidence or relationship to what could be considered “originals” per the FBI’s standard operating procedure in this case: Create copies when originals are in hand. “Original” related to these 10 slips will assist to prove the Evidence IS the Conspiracy.

Ten packing slips from Italy(Feldsott) and the packing slips for the Feb ’63 shipment (Waldman)

Ten packing slips describing 100 rifles, Slip #3620 specifically showing carton #3376 and rifle C2766, represents the only, as well as the assumed original place on which “C2766” is written. These slips would be sent to Crescent to be matched to Harborside’s inventory of cartons as spelled out on the bill of lading from October 1960 (posted earlier). The range of carton numbers is highlighted where #3376 can be found.
Amazingly and with an uncorroborated chain of possession, these 10 packing slips and carton numbers somehow become **Waldman Exhibit no. 3** which represents the February 1963 shipment to Klein’s.

Mr. BELIN. I'm going to hand you what has been marked as **Waldman Deposition Exhibit No. 3** and ask you to state if you know what this is.

Mr. WALDMAN. Yes; these are memos prepared by Crescent Firearms showing serial numbers of rifles that were shipped to us and each one of these represents those rifles that were contained in a case.

Mr. BELIN. Now, you earlier mentioned that these were packed with the case.

Mr. WALDMAN. Well, I would like to correct that. This particular company does **not** include these with the cases, but sends these memos separately with their invoice.

This could not be farther from the truth. We refer again to Rupp’s FBI interview report where he states that **he places the packing slips inside the carton and pastes one slip on the outside as well**.  

---

*Rupp FBI report*

---

---
The shipment from Crescent (Rupp as agent) does NOT send separate memos to the customer but includes packing slips inside and outside of the cartons. NYC gets a copy of these slips as well so that FELDSOTT telling us he has the June 1962 packing slips and that he turned them over to the FBI based on the customer KLEIN’S is really not hard to understand.

Somehow, the FBI expects us to connect these 10 packing slips created when working and non-working rifles are packed in Italy by Riva’s company and sent to Harborside in Oct 1960 to a finished order sent from Crescent/Rupp to Klein’s in February 1963, even though Feldsott had only provided info for the June shipment. Furthermore, even if these 100 rifles were correctly listed on these 10 slips, it’s as if they simply passed through Rupp untouched, along with a designation of “38 E” – an item number Crescent, Rupp or Klein’s ever uses to designate rifles in the USA.

In turn, we are expected to believe that not a single one of these 100 rifles requires replacement so that not one serial number is substituted for another as Rupp explained. This in itself is very difficult to reconcile given the history of the surplus Carcanos purchased by Crescent with a large number of both serviceable and unserviceable rifles (for parts) included.

If there is any evidence which connects C2766 to carton #3376 after it leaves Italy it has not been offered – when in fact Rupp emphatically states he does not track serial numbers nor does his records show where that carton was even sent. This bill of lading through Lifschultz with #3376 not checked was SUPPOSEDLY sent to Crescent in NYC and remains a very poor photocopy with a dubious past.

**To reiterate: After carton #3376 was received at Harborside in 1960, there is no evidence offered which proves that Rupp ever removed that carton from storage since the only removal record which lists carton numbers did not include #3376.**

Louis Feldsott of Crescent Firearms MAY have provided these 10 slips among other paperwork to the FBI on November 22, 1963. In the FBI’s presentation of the evidence they become related to an order delivered to Klein’s on Feb 22, 1963 as provided by Waldman after receiving them in the mail. But since we’ve never seen directly what Feldsott gave the FBI, we cannot corroborate that information. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how packing slips related to 5200 rifles shipped from Italy in 1960 - of which 100 rifles are supposedly sent to Klein’s – are the same exact slips Rupp acquires from within each of these cartons and includes without change in the shipment – and then mails them instead of including them in the shipment contrary to his procedures.

What we do know is that “38 E” is not something Klein’s or Crescent used to identify rifles within the US market. **“38 E” is an international designation for the T-38 rifle** designation in the US market as we showed above. In the US the rifles are either T-38 or further broken down to their specific size and model: Troop Speciale, Fucile Corto, or Cavalleria (the #’s 38 or 91 refer to the original introduction year of the Carcano – 1891 or 1938. Carcanos

Do you suppose we can ever we see what the “memos sent separately” look like for any other order received at Klein’s from Crescent so we can see what Rupp means when he says he
crosses out the replaced rifle serial number yet keeps the original packing slip with the carton?

I imagine you already know the answer to that question.

SPECULATION TIME...

The documents in evidence are offered by the FBI who has proven to have had a less than stellar record when it comes to the collection and keeping of vital evidence. Without recourse to the original “Order Blank”, the original Master VC list, and the confusion with the source of these ten packing slips the FBI associated with the Feb ’63 shipment… we have to take the word of the FBI and a man who has very little working knowledge of the day to day operation of the Klein’s mail order business.

Could these Klein’s documents, in photocopy form, have been created from the Feldsott packing slips and/or the June 1962 documentation rather than discovered and provided by Waldman almost 4 months later?

When we take into account that there are 99 other rifles whose locations could have easily been found via the microfilm and inventory ledgers of the company to add corroboration to the offered process - yet were not – we absolutely must question the authenticity of the documentation.

The reality exists that whatever Feldsott handed over to the FBI on Nov 22 related to a June 1962 order was most likely NOT these 10 packing slips since the June Klein’s order would still not contain rifles referred to as “38 E” by Rupp but the T-38 designation we see on the North Penn document.

It is unknown exactly how these 10 slips get into the hands of the FBI other than by the following analysis...

Was it Waldman or Feldsott who provides these slips?

We come to learn from one FBI report that these 10 packing slips were provided to the Warren Commission on March 12, 1964 by Klein’s VP William Waldman to become Waldman #3.

WCD 881 p10
Yet on WCD 790 p3 from 3½ months earlier we come to learn an entirely different provenance for these 10 slips. (The following is a composite of the first and last paragraphs of that report.)

According to the FBI, Mr. Feldsott turned over 10 slips – one with C2766 (#3376?) – on Nov 22/23 based on the date the FBI agents placed on collection of this report’s info. **But were they the same 10 packing slips Waldman offers?** In this same report, the FBI claims that Feldsott provided sales order #3178 (the one where carton #3376 with our rifle in it is NOT checked off as rec’d) and that these 10 shipping slips were ALSO made available with Feldsott advising that C2766 was among this shipment.

**Not sure why Feldsott would need to “advise” that C2766 was among that shipment when slip #3620 for carton #3376 shows C2766 plain as day unless these slips pertained to the 5200 rifles and 520 shipping slips from Oct 1960 and these slips**
added to the evidence Feldsott provided. Their existence related to the February shipment is dubious at best since at worst, the FBI and Feldsott are describing a June 1962 order per Feldsott’s affidavit.

It is simply not very believable that the records related to Feldsott's Affidavit describing a June 1962 shipment to Klein’s where C2766 was shipped and these 10 slips created in Italy with an international designation for the rifles’ shipment to the USA, are the same.

The Feldsott affidavit and FBI report

On November 22\textsuperscript{nd}, BEFORE the FBI has found the records at Klein’s, the FBI contacts Feldsott and acquires records which discuss a June 18, 1962 order to Klein’s that includes C2766. A search of the records shows that the first withdrawal which Rupp makes from Harborside Terminal is not until August 1962. Harborside’s Mr. Peterson tells us when the initial shipment was placed for storage at Harborside (Oct 1960) and when the first batch of 170 rifles is taken from Harborside (August 1962).

There are no records available which show that Rupp performed any activities related to this June 18, 1962 order from Klein’s while there is very persuasive evidence which shows that the 100 carton order supposedly attributed to Feb 1963 is a collection of packing slips describing part of a shipment specifically from Italy to the US. Feldsott Affidavit
(One has to wonder why it takes until June 1964 for the WC to secure an affidavit from Feldsott related to what he told the FBI on Nov 22nd. Also, with the available evidence showing the first withdrawal of rifles by Rupp on Aug 29, 1962 – how could Klein’s have received a shipment of ANY rifles in June 1962 unless they either originated elsewhere, or the actual documents are with the FBI?)

Waldman and Feldsott cannot both turn the same set of packing slips representing two completely different orders over to the FBI 4 months apart. The Italian government keeps one copy of serial numbers, one copy goes with the cartons shipped while the last copy was sent to Crescent in NY where Feldsott/Crescent/Folsom/Adams is located and are all, in essence, the same company. The originals traveled with the cartons themselves and SHOULD have been used by Rupp and Harborside to record which serial
numbers were removed, processed and shipped when in reality all we have are carton numbers and the supposition that all of these processes are connected.

So let’s see how the FBI connects the Oct, 1960 Italian packing slips and/or paperwork from Louis Feldsott related to a June 1962 shipment, with the Feb 1963 order delivery to Klein’s and in turn to the shipping of said rifle to Hidell at Oswald’s PO Box which according to the PO Box application does not allow for delivery of any mail to anyone other than the listed owner of the box – Lee Harvey Oswald

The Klein’s order and inventory

Does it not sound a bit strange to the reader that an original order for **400 36” TS rifles** from **January 1962**, cancelled and replaced with a **40” FC rifle order in April 1962** (during that time the M91/38TS 36” carbine with a scope is advertised monthly from Feb ’62 through Feb ’63) takes until February 1963 to ship – 10 months later? Louis Feldsott says he provided the FBI with evidence showing a **June 18, 1962 order which included C2766**; this evidence, the June 1962 order and any documentation that Rupp removed rifles prior to August 1962 has disappeared to history yet did leave a wake.

We will show in the pages ahead that the FBI does little if anything to illustrate the **Standard Operating Procedures for Klein’s** during these months when a rifle is advertised and most assuredly ordered and shipped between March ’62 and March ’63. There are no records in evidence which shows what inventory Klein’s kept, which rifles were shipped to others ordering the same item #C20-T750, what inventory of these 100 rifles was left at Klein’s or Harborside for comparison or what other “packing slips” look like from orders via Crescent. Nothing outside the closed-loop evidence corroboration was allowed to interfere.

Anything that could have substantiated the claim that the 40” FC rifles were substituted for these 36” scoped TS rifles for any of those orders – or not – was never explored or offered. All we ever got was the FBI’s word that the HIDELL order blank, as is, was the same as what was on the microfilm – mailing envelope and all.

More importantly is the affidavit of Louis Feldsott which becomes yet another affidavit related to the rifle which was summarily ignored as evidence by the Warren Commission. Amazingly though, the FBI will refer to specific evidence from the June 18, 1962 shipment from Crescent (dba Folsom) to Klein’s right down to specific serial numbers of certain shipped rifles.

“N” 2766 from the June 18, 1962 order

The following report attempts to say one thing yet winds up conveying another. “N”2766 is shipped to Klein’s on “SIX EIGHTEEN SIXTY TWO” (**June 18, 1962**) – the same date that Feldsott told the FBI “C”2766 was sent to Klein’s and gave the FBI all the paperwork involving the “purchase, sale and transportation of the weapon”. Yet there is not one shred of evidence offered related to this June 18th shipment other than Feldsott’s affidavit.
How exactly can the FBI know what rifles are shipped on June 18, 1962 (specifically “N”2766) when there is no record of that transaction AND Rupp does not remove a rifle from Harborside until August 1962 AND those removed did not include those from the 10 packing slips on which C2766 is included? Furthermore, from what source documents does the FBI know that C2746 was shipped to Kleins on MARCH 27, 1963?

As shown, the evidence which attempts to trace any specific rifle is fraught with conflict and basically impossible given how Rupp and Harborside kept records. Rupp himself tells the WC that there is little relationship between the packing slips from Italy and the documentation for rifles leaving his shop.
FBI SA Chapman reports Klein’s records do NOT support receiving C2766

More importantly is this declaration from FBI SA Chapman to FBI NY stating that while the Klein’s “Order Blank” (as they repeatedly refer to it) does say C2766 was shipped, the records of incoming orders from Adams Consolidated/Crescent Firearms (dba Folsom Firearms in Yonkers NY) state that the serial numbers shipped do not match – “N” instead of “C” and “2746” instead of “2766”.

JA Archive p14

Once again we need to remind the reader these June 18, 1962 records for “N”2766 are NOT within the Klein’s documentation. We have a direct reference in this FBI memo from 11/23/63 and the specific call out of a rifle listed on none of the Klein’s evidence. Even more intriguing is that the Klein’s order #1243 Waldman #1 should show a MARCH 27, 1963 delivery of rifles. Without the packing slips which show the serial #’s of each carton – how does the FBI arrive at the conclusion that C2766 is NOT what Klein’s was sent in the June or March orders?
So, here we are again. On Nov 23\textsuperscript{rd} after looking all night at Klein’s and having spoken to Louis Feldsott, the WCR stated provenance of C2766, a 40”, 7lb 7oz, M91/38, Fucile Corto \textbf{does not} jive with records from the companies which handled the rifle from Italy to the US and from Crescent/Folsom to Klein’s. We are also to remember Hoover mentioning a “2766” rifle being shipped to a different rifle house entirely. \textbf{CE2562 - pages 1 & 13} (we will of course return to this duplicate serial number topic in due time)

\textbf{Recapping the Klein’s order and their inventory:}

- Carton #3376 arrives at Harborside in October 1960 – only packing slip #3620 with evidence offered that it was given to the FBI by \textbf{both Feldsott (Nov 23) and Waldman (March 12)} lists this “38E/T38” rifle.

\textit{(It is inferred that Feldsott gave the FBI these slips created in Italy as the slips related to the June 1962 shipment yet offers no evidence for being connected to this shipment to Klein’s. Waldman gives these SLIPS to the FBI claiming they were the contents of the Feb 1964 shipment – and offers the VC# sheets ONLY for these 10 cartons – a tautology using evidence)}

- There is very strong and persuasive evidence to support a Crescent to Klein’s shipment in June 1962 (repeatedly referred to in FBI memos as being in conflict with Klein’s documentation yet with no backup evidence for the processes required to ship rifles from Rupp to Klein’s prior to August 1962.

- Rupp admits that he does not track individual serial #’s for rifles – that C2766 is in carton #3376 on packing slip #3620 is only ascertained by looking at the original slips created when the rifles were packaged in Italy.

- The FBI’s investigation states that Klein’s’ own documentation does not corroborate “C” 2766 but a “N” 2766 or “C” 2746 – sent June 18, 1962 and March 27, 1963 respectively. “C”2766 could not have been associated with VC836 as we will show.

\textbf{The Klein’s “Blank Order” form evidence}

The only tangible evidence that links “that” rifle to HIDEELL is the copy of the microfilm version showing \textbf{Waldman’s pencil notation} on the order blank itself relating C2766 with Klein’s’ control number VC836. This, in turn, relates C2766 with C20-T750 the Klein’s Item # from the coupons. VC836 is a control # the rifle serial numbers are assigned after they are unpacked at Klein’s.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ITALIAN CARBINE 6.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>W/SCREW VC 236 S 8766</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PP 1.50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Postal and Handling Charges:**

- Total for goods: 19.95
- Amount applied to this order: 15.00
- Balance due customer: 3.45

**Thank You!**
Waldman 4 is a 2 page exhibit which is designed to illustrate how Klein’s assigns its VC#'s to each rifle’s serial number. I associated some of the rifles on these Italian packing slips to rifles listed on the Klein’s master list offered as evidence. Logic dictates that a carton would be opened and the serial numbers recorded as the rifle is put into inventory. Yet, from only tracking 4 of these cartons they appear entered in no particular order or fashion whatsoever.

The 10 rifles in carton 3620 are highlighted in full VC# & Serial # with other cartons of 10 rifles sharing a VC# highlight or colored arrows. Call me crazy yet it seems logical that if a carton, i.e. #3376, was unpacked and placed into inventory, the 10 rifles would have 10 sequential VC#. Michael SCIBOR says in his WC testimony Scibor testimony - last 10 lines that a MASTER COPY of this ledger is kept with the booking department in addition to SCIBOR’s copy in the receiving department. SCIBOR claims that the rifles are looked at and the Serial # is then written by the VC#. Why these numbers would skip around is a mystery about which Scibor was never asked.
Scibor’s statement is the first I have ever seen or heard there was a copy of this document kept by Klein’s. This could have allowed for even greater corroboration – yet for some reason I am thinking that only VC#836 for C2766 was the only VC# ever used off this page created specifically to help associate the Feb 1963 shipment to Klein’s with the March 1963 shipment to Hidell/Oswald. I’m not suggesting that these other records would not corroborate the story – yet in true FBI fashion, if evidence contradicts the official story it is usually discarded, hidden, altered or destroyed. If the FBI had a C20-T750 order on the microfilm which was shipped a VC# related to the remaining 99 rifles – the FBI makes its case. This never happens.

That there remains not a single item of evidence to corroborate any one of these assumptions resulting from these documents leads me to believe the evidence would have shown that these serial #’s were either from the June 18, 1962 shipment (which would contradict the entire process of Crescent’s shipping and receiving) or simply part of the larger 520 case order from Italy.
The evidence is specifically confined to the rifles from the supposed Feb shipment to Klein’s. The proof that these VC# and Serial# connections are authentic, that VC836=C2766, is offered on this **one and only piece of evidence** which appears to me as if each and every serial number is written on a blanked out area of the document. The paper’s lines and “noise” do not appear under the serial #’s written here as if a different set of numbers were there first, and this was created simply to corroborate that single rifle.

Here we have a listing of 100 rifles from which the only rifle EVER SEEN has been C2766 while according to the FBI, the records of Klein’s DOES NOT INCLUDE receiving C2766.
Are we to believe it was that difficult for the FBI to secure any one of the 99 remaining rifle’s orders from this batch to prove their point or would such evidence wind up proving the opposite? The Microfilm which DOLAN supposedly took with him had over 900 orders from which to find any one of these 99 rifles and Klein’s obviously had many reels of film as it took over 6 hours to find this order.

How can it be possible that Waldman has a list which was prepared back in Feb/Mar 1963 and provided to the FBI the in the early morning hours of Nov 23rd, yet SA Chapman can tell us that the Klein’s records did NOT show “C” 2766 but “N” and for June 1962 rather than Feb 1963. The FBI’s acquisition and knowledge of the Feldsott packing slips the night before is the only way which the FBI can connect ANY order to Klein’s at this point.

Mr. BELIN. Mr. Waldman, were you ever contacted by any law enforcement agency about the disposition of this Mannlicher-Carcano rifle that had the serial number C-2766 on it?
Mr. WALDMAN. Yes; on the night of November 22, 1963, the FBI contacted our company in an effort to determine whether the gun had been in our possession and, if so, what disposition we had made of it.
Mr. BELIN. Do you know how the FBI happened to contact you or your company?
Mr. WALDMAN. The FBI had a record of a gun of this type and with this serial number having been shipped to us by Crescent Firearms.
Mr. BELIN. Do you mean that Crescent Firearms gave the FBI this information?
Mr. WALDMAN. Well, I--I must assume that's the case. I don't know it for a fact.

The information about: “C” 2766 in carton #3376 on packing slip #3620 on November 22, 1963 can have only come from Feldsott’s packing slips. Feldsott, in turn, specifically states the evidence he offered on Nov 22nd related to C2766 was from the JUNE 18, 1962 shipment while the same slips are given to the FBI by Waldman, in March 1964, relating them to the Feb 1963 shipment. Whether what we see in evidence is what Feldsott gave the FBI that evening remains a question that cannot be answered. Feldsott Affidavit

Rupp is the only person in this story who sends “Crescent-to-Klein’s” order info to Feldsott in NYC after shipment. For Feldsott to have order info for a June 18, 1962 shipment, Rupp or some other rifle dealer needs to have completed an order and sent it to Klein’s. Rupp offers no such evidence while the Century Arms to Empire Wholesale Sporting goods order of June 29, 1962 had a “2766” Carcano in the shipment. Amazingly none of the 1300 rifles sent from Canada have the letter prefix – whether this is “C”2766 cannot be known. WCD881 p67
The Microfilm of the Order Blank

As told by the first Secret Service agent who finally shows up at Klein’s at 1:45pm Nov 23rd:

“Waldman, had given the original microfilm of records pertaining to the mail order sale of the suspected murder weapon to Special Agent Robert J. Dolan, FBI....

The FBI document above comes from one of John Armstrong’s notebooks at Baylor - FBI at Klein’s - p3 and states that on February 3, 1964 the roll of microfilm from which the ORDER BLANK, (and possibly the envelope and coupon) was printed is obtained from a
FBI safety deposit box they used at the LaSalle National Bank in Chicago. Since the Evidence IS the Conspiracy, following the evidence of the microfilm’s journey should prove illuminating.

jfk.hood.edu pages 2-7 tells us that the FBI took the Microfilm on Nov 23rd, finally reproduced the entire roll of film on Dec 4th (2 weeks later?) and had SA DOLAN provide a copy of this microfilm back to Waldman on Dec 6th. With the “original” missing from the archives, this copy could settle these issues – if this film could be located after all these years.

Just as important is what Waldman says next about the rest of the M91/38 40” Fucile Corto inventory – all of these rifles are removed from inventory, not to be sold at all, and this is where the trail of the remaining inventory of these rifles ends:
While we can understand the statement, these men are in business to make money, like Life magazine. For them not to capitalize on the make of this rifle becoming a collector’s item and charging accordingly (like Life buying the Zfilm only to lock it away) requires a second look. Not only are they not sold, they are GONE - all of them – including those from the remaining 86 cartons at Harborside. They can’t simply vanish, yet that is exactly what the evidence suggests. Where they were stored/sent remains is a mystery and means the FBI’s “evidence” remains untested for accuracy and honesty.

Back to LaSalle Bank, the FBI and the film... we left off with the FBI’s DOLAN taking the original and providing a copy on Dec 6th. The original is then placed in the FBI Chicago Division’s safety deposit box.

SIDETRIP....

The connections and implications of the Dodd investigation related to mail order gun shops, specifically Klein’s and Seaport, is one that requires an entire essay of its own. Suffice to say there is evidence offered which claims that Dodd’s senate sub-committee investigation included ordering rifles from Klein’s, as well as weapons from Seaport. And that the patterns of Oswald’s behavior suggests he may have been used to generate evidence.

From a chapter in progress And We Are Still All Mortal about halfway down the page, Michael Evica makes this argument which, when added to the hounding Waldman seems to have experienced at the hands of Dodd’s committee points directly at the reason the name Hidell comes into use related to Oswald.)
'"Why was Lee Harvey Oswald, dishonorably discharged from the U.S. Marines as a known defector to the Soviet Union, reading rifle magazines at Alba’s Garage in New Orleans? And why was he collecting coupons for mail-order weapons?(16)

The Dodd connection was the answer.

Senator Thomas Dodd commanded the Senate’s Juvenile Delinquency subcommittee and its interest in "gun control," specifically mail-order weapons control. **Beginning in January, 1963, Dodd held committee hearings on the unrestricted delivery of weapons through the U.S. mails.** One of the companies Dodd was interested in was **Klein’s of Chicago**, and one of the weapons about whose unregulated traffic the Senate in 1963 was agitated was **the Italian Mannlicher-Carcano**. "Hidell," of course, allegedly ordered a Mannlicher-Carcano from Klein’s of Chicago, reportedly found in the Texas School Book Depository on November 22nd, 1963, becoming a major part of the FBI/Warren Commission lone-assassin theory in the JFK killing. (17)

**Seaport Traders of California** was still another mail-order weapons’ distributor the Dodd Committee was examining, the very company from which "Hidell" ordered the revolver reported to have been used in the Tippet (sic) murder on November 22nd, 1963.(18)"

**So, where exactly WAS/IS the film?**

As we showed from **WCD87 p91**, the Secret Service tells us that **Waldman had given the original microfilm to SA DOLAN**, FBI who allegedly departed from Chicago for DC with said film on the morning of Nov 23rd. Waldman’s testimony appears to corroborate this action:

**Mr. BELIN.** I'm handing you what has been marked as an FBI Exhibit D-77 and ask you if you know what this is.

**Mr. WALDMAN.** This is a microfilm record that---of mail order transactions for a given period of time. It was turned over by us to the FBI.

**Mr. BELIN.** Do you know when it was turned over to the FBI?

**Mr. WALDMAN.** It was turned over to them on November 23, 1963.
**WCD7 p188**, only one page before, tells a somewhat different story though. This report which begins on p187, dictated Nov 26th from the same Nov 23rd FBI interview conducted by Dolan, Toedt(?) and Mahan states that Waldman himself keeps the original sealed in an envelope in a safe:

---

**CG 62-6115**

"Name: A. Eidell"

"Address: P.O. Box 2915, Dallas, Texas"

Upon location of these records, described reel of microfilm was placed by Mr. Waldman in a sealed envelope in a safe in his control. He advised that same would be maintained in his control only as long as desired.

Mr. Waldman advised that he is the proper individual of Klein's Sporting Goods, Inc., to be subpoenaed in the event this reel of microfilm is necessary as evidence.

"reel of microfilm was placed by Waldman in a sealed envelope in a safe in his control."

"Mr. Waldman... is... to be subpoenaed in the event this reel of microfilm is necessary as evidence"

---

Yet as we look at the next document **WCD7, p189** restates almost verbatim the report beginning two pages earlier on page 187.

**The differences include:**

- Only FBI agent DOLAN is listed on the 2nd report which places the film in FBI hands
- Waldman now has more than just "records" he has removed the microfilm from his safe and given it to DOLAN
- Waldman provided a receipt for this original film

This is now the second example of a duplicate set of evidence that is connected with Waldman of Klein’s. The ten packing slips for the 100 rifles was turned over by him in March 1964 yet had been attributed to Mr. Feldsott of Crescent Firearms NY on Nov 23, 1963.

The FBI is once again front and center with Evidence proving to be more indicative of the Conspiracy than of the crime.
How can the reel of microfilm be both released to DOLAN for copying and safe-keeping at LaSalle Bank in Chicago after a trip to DC... when as of Nov 23rd the same agents tell us that Waldman keeps the reel of microfilm?

Furthermore, and creating quite a conflict in the Chain of Evidence for this roll of film is that Waldman claims he is the proper individual to be subpoenaed "in the event this reel of microfilm is necessary as evidence".
As I showed above, on Feb 3, 1964 Chicago FBI agents retrieve the "original" film from LaSalle bank rather than "subpoena Waldman" who on Nov 23\textsuperscript{rd} appears to have kept the original himself. And what of the copy given back to Waldman... did he on Dec 6\textsuperscript{th} then have two films... the original he kept and the copy of the original he gave to the FBI?

You can see how confusing this can be...

Quite confusing given the importance of this SINGLE document connecting Oswald to Hidell to ordering and using this rifle in the killing of JFK – don’t you think?

When John Armstrong visited the Archives in the mid 1990’s with one goal of many to acquire a copy of this microfilm or at least print out a good number of the orders. He informed me, much to his and my surprise, that the canister is there – but the microfilm isn’t - it is now empty.

All that would be left is the copy from Dec 6\textsuperscript{th} and the conflict related to what Waldman placed in his safe that evening and what DOLAN took with him.

What the SS says they found and what Klein’s advertised

The FBI had been at Kleins since 10pm on Nov 22\textsuperscript{nd} with SA DOLAN leaving around 5am. Some documentation suggests he took the original microfilm with him while the “original” report (same day, same time, virtually the same verbiage, yet written by Dolan and 2 other FBI
agents) and other documentation suggests that Waldman put this film in an envelope in a safe under his control waiting for a subpoena if need be.

It is not until around 1:30pm EST on the 23rd that Secret Service agents begin the same process of learning all they can about C2766. By 3:58pm EST that same day the SS determines the type of rifle SHIPPED to Hidell: C20-T750, a model 1891 troop special carbine.

What has to be considered significant corroboration of this evidence remains the 12 months of advertising of a C20-T750 rifle as the 36” 91TS (Troop Special) scoped for $19.95. (The distinction between 91/38TS and 91TS is the fixed versus adjustable rear sight. The ad Klein’s used to sell this package says “adjustable rear sight”)

At 2:58 p.m., Special Agent Griffiths joined Special Agent Tucker at Klein’s Sporting Goods and were able to further determine that the weapon that was mailed by Klein’s on 3-20-63 was an Italian carbine, 6.5 calibre (’91/38”), a model 1891 troop special, bolt action carbine, serial No. C-2766.

So the question remains - if all the evidence points to the rifle ordered and shipped on the microfilm receipt as a 36” scoped 91TS Troop Special carbine why is the rifle found on the 6th floor a 40” scoped Fucile Corto rifle?

“Essentially, the difference between a carbine and a rifle is the length. Some would even go so far as to say that carbines are shorter versions of a rifle. In fact, some carbines are simply modeled from well-known rifle types.”
The attempt to confuse the issue remains the switch in connecting C2766 to a certain delivery of rifles in Feb 1963 for which there is no tangible evidence describing the rifle models shipped.

The rifle found on the 6th floor and/or the rifle in the Archives is a 40” FC rifle which is related to this specific C20-T750 order. For this to be true the WCR apologists offer that the “rifles were switched due to no TS inventory” theory. This too offers no tangible evidence as the tautology of the rifle being its own evidence of a switch remains absurd on its face.

**What rifles filled other C20-T750 orders?**

Many who still claim C2766 was in Oswald’s possession promote the idea that Klein’s was shipping the larger Fucile Corto (short) rifle in place of the Troop Special carbine. The evidence which could have proven that theory was never offered – simply put, a printout of any other order on that (or any) Klein’s microfilm showing a **C20-T750** ordered and the written notation that equates the rifle **shipped to a 40” FC** from that batch of 100 rifles. That a 40" FC rifle is reportedly found on the 6th floor does not corroborate, in itself, that there is any connection to the Hidell order unless it can be shown the substitution of THAT rifle for THAT Item # was occurring... **As I say, this is simply done - just show other C20-T750 orders where any one of the other 99 FC rifles was sent and call it a day.**

There are 100 rifles listed on the 10 packing slips which were created in Italy for the shipment from Riva the gunsmith to the US. We’ve touched upon the process Rupp goes through when removing cartons from Harborside and then preparing the rifles for shipment to the customer. If these specific packing slips were used in the shipment to Klein’s in Feb 1963 (or June 18, 1962 for that matter) we are expected to believe that Rupp simply took these rifles (for which there are no records specific to these cartons) and sent them on to Klein’s without the need to replace a single one – and that these 10 slips are authentic and relate to that shipment.

... does the FBI show us that any one of these rifle from the Feb 1963 shipment is a 40" FC rifle? Does the FBI attempt to trace a single one of these other 99 40” rifles?

Of course the answer here is no.

So let’s go back to the Archives where the Klein’s microfilm was entered as **Cadigan Exhibit No. 1** and look at any one of the 908 orders captured on that film (order #270596 - #269688). The Hidell stamped order blank is number 270502. In other words there are over 800 orders for rifles PRIOR and 186 orders since Hidell’s on this slip from which we could find a **C20-T750** order. And that’s only one roll of almost 1000 orders.

One must also assume that the orders prior and subsequent to these were also on microfilm for the FBI to use as corroborating evidence of the “switch” theory. That no corroboration is/was forthcoming suggests to me that the “switch” theory had nothing with which to authenticate it – none of the other **C20-T750** orders were shipped ANY of these other FC rifles. (assuming Klein’s even had these 100 FC rifles in their possession – for which there is also no evidence offered)
This in turn begs the question – **If the FC rifles received in Feb 1963 were not used to fulfill C20-T750 orders PRIOR to Feb 1963... Which rifles did they ship for these orders?**

**Waldman is the LAST person to be asking**

Waldman, by his own words, being the "proper individual" from Klein’s for the FBI to reacquire the microfilm as evidence of course makes sense since it was he who put the film in his safe in the first place – even though this **contradicts the entire chain of custody of this evidence.** What does not make sense in a “real world” way is why none of the other key employees at Klein’s were interviewed to chronicle the order fulfillment process:

---

**Mr. BELIN. Do you know who the person is that filled out this order?**
**Mr. WALDMAN. Yes; his initials are so indicated as "M.W."**

**Mr. BELIN. Would that be the name at the lower left hand corner of Exhibit 1?**
**Mr. WALDMAN. It is.**

**Mr. BELIN. And that is who?**
**Mr. WALDMAN. **Mitchell W. Westra.**

**Mr. BELIN. At that time was he an employee of your company?**
**Mr. WALDMAN. He was.**

**Mr. BELIN. Was he under your jurisdiction and supervision?**
**Mr. WALDMAN. He was not under my direct supervision, no. He was under the supervision of Sam Kasper**

**Neither Westra nor Kasper were interviewed...** the man who filled the order and his boss were not consulted... Waldman was. And Waldman does not know his own inventory as evidenced by this stated regarding a **non-existent Model 91/38 “EFF”:**

**Mr. WALDMAN. As for example, the different manufacturers making the Springfield rifle. Basically, the weapons were of the same general design, but as I say, there were details that were different.**
**We originally had ordered one style of Carcano rifle, one that was known as the Model 91TS. As time went on, we changed to another model known as the Model 91/38EFF, this on April 13, 1962.**

A look at the changed 91TS to M91/38 rifle order shows that “EFF” means “EFFective 4/13/62” (Let’s remember that this 4/13/62 order is not finally received until 2/23/63, over 10 months later. Let us also remember that M91/38 is only half of the rifle designation; without FC, TS or Cav. There is no way to know what this refers to). 434 cartons of rifles had been removed from storage at Harborside between Aug 29th and October 31st with 264 of these cases in the month of October alone. We are offered no evidence for where these 2,640 rifles are, what happened to them or what the serial numbers on the packing slips said.

The man working at Klein’s at the time who might best shed light on the order processing is Michael **SCIBOR – General Operating Manager, who was questioned by the Warren Commission and re-contacted by the HSCA.**
Mr. Scibor (or Scribor as the HSCA has him) tells us that he was there with Waldman looking through microfilm for C2766 – a lead brought to Klein’s specifically by the FBI from the only possible source, the Feldsott packing slips – or did the FBI have information not available or offered in the extant evidence? In either case, Scibor tells us that it took from about 11pm until 4am the next morning. Scibor WCR testimony

Mr. BELIN. About when did you actually find the microfilm of which Waldman Deposition Exhibit No. 7 is a print?
Mr. SCIBOR. About 4 o’clock in the roaming (sic-"morning"), as far as I can remember.
Mr. BELIN. You then turned this information over to the FBI?
Mr. SCIBOR. Mr. Waldman did.

Yet as we show above, the FBI said Mr. Waldman keeps the roll of film and that the FBI can “subpoena” him if it’s needed as evidence.

When the HSCA contacted Mr. Scribor(sic) the man who was able to give a detailed account of what occurred during the evening of Nov 22 was much less forthright in 1978 while your government at work investigating the murder of JFK did not seem overly interested in following up... One wonders what the man with Waldman that night might not want to say.

---

OUTSIDE CONTACT REPORT

DATE 2/20/78 TIME 10:00

I. Identifying Information:

Name Mitchell Scribor Technology 312-831-9430
Address

Type of Contact: X Telephone _ Person

II. Summary of Contact:

I made telephonic contact with Scribor, former vice president of Kleins, to ask him questions pertaining to the 6.5 mannlicher carcano.

He informed me that he did not remember anything.

Basicly, he was very uncooperative and evasive.
C20-T750 – the item # for the Rifle ordered

Mr. WALDMAN. The number that you referred to, **C20-T750** is a catalog number.  
Mr. BELIN. And after that, there appears some words of identification or description. Can you state what that is?  
Mr. WALDMAN. The number designates an item which we sell, namely, an Italian carbine, 6.5 caliber rifle with the 4X scope

For our purposes:  Carcano Models

The Troop Special (TS) rifle is a 36" Italian carbine.  
The Fucile Corto (FC) is a 40” short rifle.

**C20-T750** had been advertised as a 36" carbine with a scope for $19.95 since March 1962. It was what the Hidell Order refers to. At no time between March 1962 and the department 358 coupon shown as evidence for the Hidell order did “**C20-T750**” ever refer to any other rifle but a scoped 36” Troop Special. Yet not once in all the evidence are we told how Klein’s could ship a scoped 36” TS rifle for any of these orders if they did not have an inventory of TS rifles.

Did Klein’s buy rifles from other suppliers – of course they did.  
Did Crescent sell rifles to others that Klein’s – of course they did.

With Rupp admitting he did not track serial numbers and there not being a record of carton #3376 ever being removed from Harborside... we are left again with the rifle itself being its own and only evidence that C2766 was ever removed from storage – if the provenance of this rifle is accurate from Italy to Harborside.

Given these facts in the evidence, how can anyone claim to prove a connection between those carton numbers from Italy being the untouched, unchanged group of 100 working rifles as defined by the process completed by Rupp in “(P)Ottsville, PA” and shipped to Klein’s in Feb 1963? And even worse, the one shipping document that actually lists these carton numbers specifically excludes #3376 from those checked off.

Luckily there are a few informative HSCA contact reports from two of the key people at Klein’s at the time, **William SHARP** – the Klein’s gunsmith and **Michael WESTRA** from which the WC decided not to take any testimony.  We are to remember that WESTRA worked under Sam KASPER in the shipping department and was one of the people who was involved with filling the order.

One of the bigger questions related to the substitution theory is how the rifle was shipped – with the scope attached or not.

(Note: there is evidence offered that an OSWALD left a rifle at an Irving gun shop to have a scope mounted some weeks prior to the assassination, SS report - Dial Ryder mounted a scope for Oswald at the end of October 1963.  This not only contradicts the rifle as seen in the Backyard Photo but also contradicts how Klein’s prepared and shipped the C20-T750 “Hidell”
ordered. After this first report Ryder’s claims he was misquoted and never did work for the Oswald Ruby shot and killed.

Armstrong Notebook - Rifle info includes the HCSA contact reports for Sharp, Westra, & Scibor among some truly revealing info regarding what the FBI did related to this rifle type and the related scopes.

Westra interviewed for the HSCA confirms the same info as SHARP.
Just as we saw with the FBI, Westra is forced to admit the rifle in evidence is a 40.2” scoped rifle... ergo, they MUST have mounted them with scopes... even though there is no evidence for this occurring along with contradictory evidence that an Oswald was in the process of having a scope mounted on a rifle only weeks before the assassination.

What we are once again left wondering is the whether or not the remaining 40” FC rifles (if Klein’s had any FC rifles at this point in time) which Waldman pulls from inventory had a scope mounted... or whether it was 36” rifles with scopes which were removed... Waldman suggests it was the 40” model, the same as the one found on the 6th floor. So one has to wonder, which 36” rifles was SHARP mounting scopes on as there is no evidence offered for Klein’s inventory which includes having ever received 91TS rifles as originally ordered in Jan 1962.

### The Ads and the Rifles to Fulfill Orders

Now we need to understand that Clip Art is not necessarily indicative of the exact attributes of the rifle advertised. Yet in the same breath we truly need to see what was being advertised and why the FBI or SS never went out of their way to connect any other C20-T750 order to any rifle Klein’s sold.

While the description in itself is not evidence in itself of the rifle advertised, the fact that from March 1962 through Feb 1963 the rifle’s description and image do not change. The 5.5lb weight is wrong for a TS carbine (it’s actually 6lbs 6ozs) yet the larger 40” FC rifle is almost 7.5 lbs. The other glaring difference remains the sling buckles on the rifle itself. In the image these attachments are on the bottom of the rifle, not the sides like C2766.

There is nothing in the available evidence which suggests that the rifle advertised and scoped is anything but a 36” 91TS-Troop Special, scope mounted with strap buckles on the bottom of the rifle.

There is also nothing in the available evidence which shows where the inventory of advertised TS rifles originated or when they ever arrived at Klein’s given that the first batch of rifles excluding carton #3376 among many others remained at Harborside from October 1960 through September 1962.

- No evidence of TS rifles EVER being received at Klein’s
- No evidence of what was shipped for C20-T750 orders between March 1962 and Feb 1963 – other than Hidell’s
- No evidence of what happens to the “pulled rifle Inventory” of the remaining inventory from the original 100 rifles
- Evidence of Waldman BOTH giving the FBI the microfilm and locking said film in a safe for retrieval via subpoena at some later date
- No Chain of Evidence of the original microfilm after the conflicting FBI reports
- The microfilm itself (FBI D-77) disappears from the Archives yet we know that Waldman was given a copy of said microfilm on Dec 6th by Dolan who took it on the 23rd to begin with – even though this contradicts his own original report
The following shows the 3 differed “American Rifleman” ads which Klein’s ran from March 1962 through Feb 1963. Description, Item # and Price remain the same throughout.
Klein’s it appears attempts to clear up confusion in April 1963 (or CYA for the FBI) when their ads for this rifle resume. They are advertising a 40” rifle – with the same clip art, same item #, same price, yet different weight and incorrect description as a “carbine”. There was no ad in March 1963.

So how then can the WCR conclude that C2766, the rifle found on the 6th floor, was sent to satisfy this order when the only evidence to support that theory is that the rifle’s serial number is seen handwritten on a photocopy of a microfilm copy of an order blank with Hidell’s name and Oswald’s PO Box typed at a different angle than the rest of the order?

Note: the HSCA attempted to say that the writing on the order form, envelope and Money order were Oswald’s. The great problem with that conclusion is that these items of evidence from which handwriting experts come to these conclusions are all copies of copies and NOT originals.

The experts themselves qualify their analysis:
HSCA Handwriting analysis

The final piece of the rifle order puzzle involves an analysis of the Dept 358 coupon which shows Hidell’s name with Oswald’s shipping info and the envelope Oswald supposedly filled out and was also on the microfilm.  (Klein’s chooses to record an envelope, coupon and Order Blank on film but does not choose to include the Money Order which would prove payment of said order.  This, as we will investigate in the next section, allows the FBI with help from Harry Holmes, Harold Marks and Robert Jackson to create a Money Order within a closed-loop corroboration).

The HSCA and their handwriting experts are careful enough to include a disclaimer

HSCA handwriting panel Summary

(27) With the restrictions and reservations stated in each panel member's final report,* the members conclude, generally, that the signatures and handwriting purported to be by Oswald are consistently that of one person. Because of the poor condition of the historical diary, they are unable to conclude firmly whether it was written at one or more than one sitting. On balance, it appears to have been written at one or a few sittings.

*In particular, members noted that not all documents were available in their original. It is standard practice in the profession of questioned document examination to make definitive conclusions only about documents examined in their original. Thus the panel members gave only tentative opinions for items provided them in some type of facsimile.

In other words, if the item examined is a copy, conclusions can only be tentative opinions instead of through scientific analysis and a statement of fact. Items #29 and #30 are the only two related to the ordering of the rifle which the experts used to determine if Oswald had written them. Yet as expected, these two items were both provided to the HSCA experts as COPIES, not Original documents.

Items #29 and #30 were retrieved from the Archives.

http://jfkassassinat...ll/hscahand.htm

29. March 12, 1963. U.S. postal money order No. 2,202,130,462 bearing handwritten fill-ins as follows: Klein's Sporting Goods, A. Hidell, P.O. Box 2915. Dallas, Tex. Blue ink, ballpoint pen. Location: Archives. (CE 788; JFK exhibit F-509A and 509B.) Note: Item #29 is acknowledged as a XEROX COPY made from the microfilm copy

30. March 12, 1963. Enlargement of microfilm reproduction of Klein's order form for rifle from A. Hidell, superimposed on envelop (sic), postmarked March 12, 1963, addressed to Klein's, Dept. 358, 227 W. Washington Street, Chicago 6, Ill., with return address: A. Hidell. P.O. Box 2915, Dallas, Tex. Location: Archives. (CE 773: Cadigan’s exhibit 1; JFK exhibit F-504.)
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF JOSEPH P. MC NALLY

(31) I conducted an examination and comparison of the signatures and writings on the items described in this report. At the time of the initial work in Washington, D.C., I made color photo-macrographs of the signatures and the writings on these documents. I then made slides from the photo-macrographs, which I subsequently projected and studied. The signatures were a particular focus of my examination.

(50) The same writing is on the U.S. Postal money order to Klein's (item 29) as is on the various letters and correspondence. The same writing is on the order form and envelope, (item 30) as is on the letters and on the inside cover of the passport (item 9).

In essence, Mr. McNally made copies of copies from which to determine signature authenticity. According to his Conclusions section Item #29 is a “XEROX of Klein’s Money Order”

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF CHARLES C. SCOTT

Photographic reproductions could only be compared visually with other photographic reproductions or with original documents. All conclusions based solely upon photographic reproductions are necessarily tentative and inconclusive, since they cannot reveal much about pen pressure and other dynamic qualities of handwriting. Further, they sometimes conceal, rather than reveal, evidence of tracings, alterations, erasures, or obliterated writing.

(140) Opinion. The original of the money order (item 29) was examined and compared with the original writings purporting to be Oswald's. I am of the opinion that the fill-ins on the face of this money order are in the handwriting of the same person as the signatures and writings purporting to be Oswald's.

Mr. Scott is the only one of the three who claims he saw Item 29 in the original form and contradicts the conclusive writings of the other two experts. It is unknown whether he actually saw an original while it seems strange that only one of the three has an original item.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS OF DAVID J. PURTELL

Procedures

(55) Items 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,11,12,15,16,17,18,19,20,22,23,24,25, 27, 29,31,32,33,34,36,38,39,40,43,45,47,48,51,54,55,56,57,58,59,61,62 were studied, both visually and microscopically.

Limitations on the examination

(71) Five items of evidence were not examined in the original, but were copies. Photocopies have several limitations. They do not reproduce all the fine details in handwriting needed in making an examination and comparison. At best, they do not produce as sharp an image as a properly produced photograph, and they lack tonal gradations, a result of the
contrasting process of reproduction. In addition, it is possible to incorporate or insert changes and alterations into copies. A method frequently used is to paste together parts of documents to make one fraudulent document, which is then copied. If the first copy can pass inspection, it will be used; if not, it will be reworked to eliminate all signs of alteration. This amended copy is then recopied for the finished product. This is usually referred to as the "cut and paste" method.

**Item 29 was a Xerox copy made from a microfilm copy.** Such a second generation copy has the defects of both processes.)

(Item 30 - Mr. PURTELL did not even bother to look at the poor reproduction of the Money Order)

So while these experts were quick to connect these copies of copies with other items that were determined to be written by the man Ruby killed we are to remember that this is 15 years later and these items have been in the hands of the same people who are trying to insure that Oswald and only Oswald is incriminated for the crime.

This HSCA realization casts serious doubts on the conclusions offered related to these items and adds yet another layer of uncorroborated evidence to ascertain that our Lee Harvey Oswald was materially connected to the evidence of the purchase and delivery of said rifle.

To recap the evidence provided via Klein’s:

- The Klein’s “Order Blank” is the only document which connects C2766 to VC836 to C20-T750 to Hidell to Oswald’s PO Box – and is supposedly found on the roll of Microfilm which FBI SA DOLAN either took with him or left with Waldman – two identical reports conflict on this matter

- The VC# master sheets specific to these 100 rifles is again the only document which connects the packing slips provided by both Waldman and/or Feldsott to the inventory which was supposedly unpacked after the Feb 22 delivery – we have seen no other similar document for any other shipment from Crescent (or any supplier for that matter) to Klein’s and this document shows indications of being blanked out, written over and copied again

- Two virtually identical FBI reports show that the Microfilm was BOTH taken by the FBI and placed in a safe by Waldman – and that the FBI duplicated this film and returned it to Waldman on Dec 6. Whether this film still exists is unknown

- The Secret Service even realizes and states that the rifle ordered via the coupon and reflected on the Klein’s Order Blank is a model 1891 (M91) Troop Special (TS) – a 36” scoped carbine
• C20-T750 had been an advertised, scoped, 36” 91TS (1891) Troop Special carbine since March 1962 yet with the microfilm in their possession, the FBI does not bother to see what Klein’s shipped any other customer who ordered said Item #

• Although an order is placed in January 1962 for the same rifles they begin advertising in March, this order is “Changed to Beretta Terni M91/38” yet Beretta and Terni are 2 different manufacturers, not rifle types

  The “Model 91TS” which the order was changed from is the same as the rifle advertised having an ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT whereas the M91/38 TS carbine has a FIXED REAR SIGHT. The M91/38 is also a 36” carbine

• William Waldman is simply not the best person from Klein’s to discuss this particular situation since the shipping clerk is actually under a different Vice President (Sam Kasper) at Klein’s (one of two VPs) and had nothing to do with the receiving, inventorying, scoping, packing or shipping of the rifle and mistakenly thinks the order change is for a M91/38EFF rifle – which does not exist

• The gunsmith (William Sharp) and shipping clerk (Michael Westra) both claim that Klein’s was not mounting scopes on 40” rifles but the 36” carbines as this was the “deal” – except records offered do not show that Klein’s even had 36” carbines in stock or where they would have gotten them if they did

• The ads for the 36” scoped carbine begin in March 1962 only 2 months after Klein’s ordered 400 M91TS rifles and one month before the order is changed, not to be received until the records say Feb 22, 1963. The ad for this 36” scoped carbine run monthly from March 1962 through Feb 1963, none in March 1963 and then again from April 1963 through Nov yet starting in April as the 40” scoped rifle with the same clip art

  The rifle found on the 6th floor does not match the rifle depicted in these ads

• The HSCA Handwriting analysis conflicts on a number of points most importantly that copies of writing examples do not allow experts to reach firm conclusions but only tentative opinions due to the nature of copying. The only 2 items related to the rifle is the envelope/coupon copy and a Xerox of the Postal Money order

And now we are going to make the argument against Oswald ever paying for or receiving said rifle even stronger.
Paying for the Rifle

We have shown that the information secured at Klein’s leaves a lot to be desired in order to explain what occurred to allow a 40” scoped Fucile Corto rifle to be found on the 6th floor and connected to Oswald as a result of an order from one A.J. HIDEELL for a 36” scoped Troop Special Carbine. We now move on to the payment of said order itself.

Purchasing the Money Order

The Postal cancellation stamp on the envelope claimed to have contained “THE” Postal Money Order (which was not microfilmed) and an ordering coupon for a C20-T750 Dept 358, shows March 12, 10:30am ZONE 12 CE773

"G.P.O." is not Dallas Tex zone 12 which is miles away

Page 449 of Harvey & Lee begins one of the most in-depth analysis of the activities described by the purchase evidence left behind.

We are focusing on Tuesday, March 12, 1963 which for our Oswald was a Jaggers-Chilies-Stoval, Inc. (JCS) work day. The March 12, 1963 JCS time card does not show a single break in Oswald’s day until lunch at 11:45.
The purchase of this PMO was done at the Dallas (G)eneral (P)ost (O)ffice at 400 N. Ervay some 11 blocks from where Oswald worked at Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall at 544 Browder. JCS had secret contracts with the DoD to produce maps – Oswald is said to have worked on these maps. In 1963 there were no Post Offices in Zone 12 so we must assume our man Oswald would have NOT mailed the coupon and Money Order where he purchased it – at a POST OFFICE – and instead would have dropped it into the closest mailbox in Zone 12.

From 400 N. Ervay to the edge of Zone 12 is about 2.5 miles, one way and could take someone walking on a path directly in front of the TSBD and down under the Triple Overpass.
According to the JCS records given to the WC regarding March 12, 1963 – the day the PMO was supposedly purchased and mailed – Oswald’s timecard (CE1855) on which Oswald writes the client for which his time is being spent as well as the time, shows that there was not an opportunity for Oswald to have arrived and started work at 8:00am and then make the 2 hour round trip to purchase the PMO on Ervay and then over to Zone 12 and back again.

If our little LONE NUT Patsy did not perform these activities – either someone else did, or these items of evidence aren’t what they appear and were never related to our Oswald.

The Money Order was never processed through the Banking system

The shipping of the rifle only occurs in conjunction with the payment of the bill. The most telltale sign that this piece of paper – the Postal Money Order (PMO) - is worthless as evidence is the complete lack of any Federal or local bank processing marks on the back. While Klein’s supposedly does endorse the PMO with THEIR stamp, that stamp remains the only non-original marking on the back of the PMO prior to discovery (although we cannot be 100% sure when that stamp was put there).

Arguments abound about what should or should not be on that Money Order yet the following FBI report from interviewing First National Bank of Chicago VP ROBERT WILMOUTH tells us that this Money Order would have been received at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago on March 18th.

The process for physical paper checks including Postal Money Orders (PMO) is offered in Appendix B at the end of this paper.

Suffice to say, according to the VP of the depositing bank (1st National Bank of Chicago) we should see processing marks of not only his 1st National Bank of Chicago but the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago from the week of March 18, 1963 and finally the US Postal Service.

WCD7 p192 - Wilmouth and WCD7 p193 - Fed Res Bank of Chicago LESTER GOHR describe what would have happened to the Postal Money order once Klein’s deposited it.
The Hidell/Klein’s PMO is of the old “Punch card” style (as you can see from the punched holes) and would be processed manually. **As we can plainly see, there are none of the 1st National Bank of Chicago, the Federal Reserve Banking System markings or US Postal Office process markings on the back of this PMO** which would indicate from where it came, that it had been cashed/processed and forwarded on within the Federal Reserve Check Clearing process. This might as well be a blank piece of paper.
What I also find intriguing is that while the "138 4159796" bleeds through to the back since they are impact printed, the "$21.45" or "THIRTY" which is impact printed at the time of purchase cannot be seen from the back side.

Additionally, there appears to be a rectangle inside a rectangle which covers the PAY TO and FROM info. Finally – after an extensive search, I have not been able to find a single example of a PMO from any year which looks anything like the one shown here. Furthermore, we are not shown the book and infamous stub from which this comes and from which the rifle was tracked down. The stub for the PMO would still be in the book of PMOs and show if it was removed in order that day in March, or not. Hence, we don’t get to see the book or stub.

Other than the payee’s endorsement stamp (Klein’s) to the 1st National Bank of Chicago, the required processing stamps of Chicago 1st National and the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago are not seen.

Understanding that the above was never moved through the banking system and was NOT microfilmed with the envelope (which offers no more info than this more important PMO) or the order coupon - from where did this incredibly important and incriminating document come?
Finding the Money Order

Postal Inspector Harry Holmes tells a story of being intimately involved in the finding of this Money Order yet the reports associated with this process do not appear to include Holmes at all.

The PMO is found prior to 9pm DC time – but where?

WCD87 p94 is the culmination of a Secret Service report detailing the activities related to the finding of this Money Order. The following times are all CENTRAL Standard Time or 1 hour earlier than in Washington DC. By 9pm EST, the SS believes the PMO has been found and is in route to SS Ass't Chief PATERNI.

At 7:30 p.m., Special Agent Griffiths reached POI Knight by telephone and was advised that the money order apparently involved in this case would have been sent to the Federal Postal Money Order Center at Kansas City, Kansas. Mr. Knight said he thought that Kansas City Postal Inspectors were attempting to locate the money order.

At 7:55 p.m., Special Agent Griffiths telephoned Special Agent Stewart in Dallas and advised him that SAIC Kroz was trying to ascertain the status of the money order in Kansas City. During the course of the conversation with Special Agent Stewart, Special Agent Griffiths was told that the money order had been recovered by Postal Inspectors and was being forwarded to the Assistant Chief of the U. S. Secret Service.

At 8:00 p.m., SAIC Kroz was again telephoned and advised that the money order had been recovered.

8pm CST is 9pm Washington DC time. At 8:55pm DC time the PMO had been recovered and was being forwarded to SS Ass't Chief PATERNI. Except rather than this being the END of the story – with the PMO in the hands of the Secret Service – we come to find this is only the beginning of the story.

While the Secret Service is doing their due diligence to acquire this original postal money order at the location it is expected to have been stored in Kansas City, other SS agents appear to have been involved in an entirely different search – or what appears from the final product, the creation of the PMO currently in evidence.
The PMO is ALSO FOUND at 9:35

In the same Secret Service document only 25 pages or so further in, we are told that the Secret Service, a Postal Office Department Finance Officer and a Federal Records Center Management Analyst were responsible for firing up the Records Facility computers on a Saturday evening. In reality the "reporting agent SA’s BURKE, PARKER and/or GRIMES, JR state they, “THEY” experienced difficulty in bringing up these computers at the Federal Records Center... the Finance Manager tells these SS agents (even though it is “THEY” who already have someone on the inside firing up computers) that they will need an employee of the facility to physically obtain the PMO. (WCD 87, p118-121)

This process begins, according to the report, between 8:30 and 9:00pm DC time when Postal Inspector Verant makes contact with the aforementioned Finance Officer, J. Harold Marks. Marks in turn tells Verant that he had already been contacted an hour earlier (7:30-8:00pm DC time) by DONALD DUGGINS, Deputy Chief, Postal Inspection Service and that a search had already been initiated.
The Secret Service Report WCD87 from Chicago has the PMO found in Kansas

The summary from page 89 of the very same WCD87 states, in direct conflict with CE1799, that the **PMO was found in Kansas City** where Post Office Inspector KNIGHT advised SSSA GRIFFITHS at 8:30pm DC time, he believed the PMO would have been sent.

From CE1799, we learn the PMO was found in Virginia. Yet the Secret Service claims is was found in Kansas City and sent to Asst Chief PATERNI in DC.

At 8:30pm in DC Ass’t Chief PATERNI is able to provide SS SAIC GAIGLEIN in DC every detail of the PMO and requests him to “LOCATE AND OBTAIN”. He in turn has SA Parker and Burke provide Postal Inspector Verant with this description and off he goes to find the PMO.
The Amazing Story from Harry Holmes and CE1799

At this point we MUST ask ourselves. How does PATERNI know the details, including the actual PMO # itself, of this Postal Money Order? The answer appears to be a story told by Harry Holmes, recounted here in his own words: Holmes Notes

**The next morning, on Saturday,** when I came in, the inspector who was on duty in the lobby watching the boxes told me, “You’ve got an inspector up there sitting in your office.” I said, “Well, I guess it’s so and so”; **I’ve since forgotten his name.**

In those days, postal money orders were issued in a book of paper money orders which, when you bought a money order, the clerk put the amount and the date, then you had a template that you put on that tore off at $10, not more than $15, or whatever. The clerk then ripped that off and handed it to the customer while the stub was retained which matched the money. All this was to be filled out in your own handwriting.

So I said, “Well, how much was it?” They didn’t have a number for the money order, but they had an amount. They had me looking for a money order issued in the amount of $18.95 which we couldn’t turn up. I had all the manpower and I wanted to examine all these stubs. I said, “Where did you get your information?”

“Out of a sporting goods magazine,” they told me.

So I gave one of my secretaries a $10 bill and sent her next door to Union Station which had one of those rotating things they used to have in railroad stations with postcards and magazines. I told her, “You buy every sporting magazine you can find over there and bring them back.” So she brought about six of them back, something like that, and I assigned each one of them to whoever was around, inspectors and secretaries, and took one myself. “Now you thumb through those,” I said, “and when you come to Klein’s Sporting Goods, let’s see what it looks like.”

It wasn’t but a couple of minutes that one of the girls hollered, “Here it is!” So I looked at it and down at the bottom of the ad it said that that particular rifle was such and such amount. But if it could not be carried on a person, such as a pistol, like a shotgun or a rifle, then it was $1.25 or $1.37 extra. Shipping charges were also added, so I added those together, took that figure and called around to all the different stations and the main office where these crews were checking stubs. It wasn’t ten minutes that they hollered, “Eureka!” They had the stub!

I called it in immediately to the chief on the open line to Washington and said, “I’ve got the
money order number that Oswald used to buy this gun, and according to the records up there, they had shipped it to this box that he had rented at the main office in Dallas at that time, which he later closed and opened another at the Terminal Annex because it was closer to the School Book Depository.”

**In about an hour, he called back and said, ”We’ve got it!”**

According to Holmes’ account the Secret Service should have known the details of this PMO by noon on Nov 23rd. There is no physical evidence offered which substantiates Holmes’ story. No stub, no names of the Inspector or the person finding the stub. No name of the “chief” he called or how they found the correct amount given that the $1.50 shipping amount was never ascertained for a $21.45 total.

There appears no way of knowing that the PMO purchase was at the General Post Office in Dallas so we must assume that the HOLMES SEARCH CREW is at the Alexandria, VA Records Center. The FBI supposedly had the ORDER BLANK by 5am on Nov 23rd clearly stating a $21.45 total order amount along with the Klein’s deposit slips. They knew most every detail of the PMO except for the number and purchase date.

Yet is seems that the FBI tells the Postal Inspectors that the PMO was in the amount of $21.95, while the Secret Service appears to be looking for a $21.90 Money Order as of 1:35pm DC time.

---

**Advice was received on the morning of November 23 from the FBI that a rifle similar to that found in the sniper’s nest had been purchased from Kleins Sporting Goods Company, Chicago, Illinois, for $21.95, with a postal money order issued March 20, 1963. Search at the main post office, Dallas, by a postal inspector failed to disclose such an order; however, the inspector upon checking undeliverable sporting goods magazines in the post office found an add of Kleins showing the price of an identical rifle for $21.45. The Postal Inspector in Charge at Chicago was so informed immediately and determined through examination of bank deposit slips that Kleins had deposited a money order for $21.45 about March 14, 1963. Further search by an inspector at the Dallas post office disclosed record of the issuance of money order No. 2,202,130,462, for $21.45, on March 12, 1963. This paid order was located at the Records Center in Alexandria, Virginia on the early evening of November 23. The order showed the remitter as A. Hidell, P. O. Box 2915, Dallas, Texas. This box was rented in the name of J. H. Oswald at that time and a forwarding order was later entered to have mail sent to New Orleans. Hidell is the same name as was used by Lee Oswald on a draft registration card which he had in his pocket, and his name was also shown on his box application card in New Orleans as being entitled to receive mail in the box.

The paid money order was immediately turned over to a Secret Service agent at Washington, D. C., who flew it to Dallas.
From “undelivered sporting goods magazines” a similar ad is discovered (which would have been for $19.95 plus shipping) and at the MAIN POST OFFICE in Dallas (GPO) the stub is found. Pretty good luck that of all the places Oswald could have bought a PMO, where Holmes and team were that morning just happen to be the location of purchase. Amazing!

As we discussed earlier, at 4pm DC time the Secret Service determines the rifle MAILED BY KLEIN’S is a 1981 Troop Special Carbine. At this point the SS in Chicago has in their possession copies of the ORDER BLANK showing a $21.45 total for we know that between 4:30 and 7:30 SSSA GRIFFITHS is trying to find a way to get this evidence to Dallas on a commercial flight leaving Chicago at 7:50pm DC time.

We remember that according to the time adjusted Chicago report, SA Mroz in KC is told that the PMO is “found and on the way to PATERNI” at 8:55pm. We are also to remember that between 7:30 and 8pm in DC, DUGGINS had been in contact with J Harold MARKS and a search was already underway. Yet, reporting SA BURKE tells MARKS that there is trouble getting the computers up to operational level (WCD87 p119). What is going on at the Records Center between 7:30 and 8:30 EST and how does DUGGINS have the info to call Marks?

Does it not appear that DUGGINS’ search secures the PMO and is on the way to PATERNI by 8:55pm EST while PATERNI also initiates a search which has SS agents starting up computers.

The biggest and most misunderstood question of this process has to be what the Secret Service, MARKS, JACKSON, PARKER & BURKE are doing between 8:55pm and 10:10pm as they secure yet another “original of the US PMO #2,202,130,462”.

Recapping the Secret Service acquisition of the Money Order

- By 5am Nov 23rd, the FBI has supposedly seen and acquired the Klein’s record of the sale and payment of Hidell’s order on Microfilm

- On the morning of Nov 23rd Postal Inspectors in Dallas are told by the same FBI that the PMO would be for $21.95. The PI’s in turn stumble upon the correct ad and amount of shipping for a $21.45 total and find the PMO’s stub at the Main Post Office in Dallas
Within an hour, the “chief” calls Holmes back and says they found the original PMO

At 1:13pm DC time SSSA GRIFFITHS in Chicago is told by WALDMAN they got a PMO for $21.45 from Hidell.... Special Agents in Chicago make their way over to Klein’s.

By 4pm DC time the SSSA’s in Chicago determine from the ORDER BLANK that the rifle sent to Hidell was a 1891 Troop Special carbine. This info is on a plane to Dallas by 8pm DC time.

At around 8:30pm Nov 23rd DC time SS Chief PATERNI asks his SAIC GAIGLEIN to locate PMO #2,202,130,462 (Since Holmes supposedly has the correct PMO # by noon on Nov 23rd, we have to wonder why it takes until 8:30pm for PATERNI to issue this order)

At 8:55pm DC time the SS reports that the original PMO has been recovered BY Postal Inspectors and is on the way to PATERNI (PI DUGGINS discussing this with MARKS an hour prior to PI VERANT suggests it is already found when VERANT speaks with MARKS who over the next 90 minutes secures yet another PMO)

At 9pm DC time SAIC MROZ in KC is told the PMO has been found by Postal Inspectors

At 9:35pm DC time J. HAROLD MARKS claims that ROBERT JACKSON delivered the original PMO to him personally

At 10:10pm DC time MARKS provides Secret Service Agent PARKER the original PMO and all three men – PARKER, MARKS & JACKSON – initial the back of this PMO

PARKER then brings the original to SAIC GEIGLAIN who puts it in an envelope, initials the envelope and places the PMO in the Washington Field Office Safe (as opposed to the La Salle Bank SS safety Deposit Box where the Microfilm was supposedly kept)

It would appear from the documentation and reporting offered that the involvement of Harry Holmes with the Secret Service’s attempt to find the PMO are mutually exclusive. We have no idea who “he” is in this telling of the story other than possibly DONALD DUGGGINS or his boss the Chief of the Postal Inspection Service.

"I called it in immediately to the chief on the open line to Washington and said, "I’ve got the money order number that Oswald used to buy this gun, and according to the records up there, they had shipped it to this box that he had rented at the main office in Dallas at that time, which he later closed and opened another at the Terminal Annex because it was closer to the School Book Depository."

So he said, "Well, we’ll run that right through the correlators (sic) or whatever they do up there.” In about an hour, he called back and said, "We’ve got it!"
Both the FBI and the Secret Service labs have positively identified the handwriting as being that of Oswald.” I had previously furnished headquarters, because everybody wanted them, copies of box rental applications that he had to fill out in his own handwriting.”

It is not possible that “an hour later” could have been 8:55pm on Nov 23rd in Washington DC. In essence we have FOUR findings in the records:

1) Holmes’ people by noon, 2) Postal Inspectors by 9pm – DUGGINS to MARKS, 3) SS Agent Parker via VERANT, MARKS and JACKSON at 10:10pm & 4) the SS in Chicago stating the PMO was found in Kansas City

Now, when we add in the facts about the PMO having never been through the US Banking system it is not hard to see that the PMO in evidence was created at some point along the way and not anything which our Patsy procured or mailed that day in March.

Delivery and Pick-up of C2766 at the Post Office

Shipping the rifle from Kleins

On that special day in March, 1963, “someone” supposedly packaged the scoped rifle in a 5 foot cardboard carton wrapped in shipping paper. No ammo and no clip was ordered even though a 6 round clip and 108 rounds of ammo for $7.50 was available and offered in the same ad.

As we saw Michael Westra’s name on the incoming order in Feb, the initials of the person shipping this rifle are at the top right corner of Waldman 7. “ES”? and others who may have checked the accuracy of the shipment.
No one called from Klein's gives us the name of this person or the supervisor who would have overseen the shipment. The Secret Service tells us this document and the related ad indicates that the rifle shipped was a scoped, 36” 1891 Troop Special Carbine (C20-T750). Except Klein’s, according to the evidence, did not have any M91TS rifles or M31/98TS rifles. So they shipped C2766, a 40” rifle from a recent shipment of 100 such rifles.

Mr. WALDMAN. Our catalog No. C20-T750, which was the number indicated on the coupon prepared by A. Hidell, designates a rifle with scope attached. And we would have so shipped it unless the customer specifically specified that he did not wish to have it attached. There is nothing in our records to indicate that there was any request made by the customer, and therefore we would have every reason to believe that it was shipped as a rifle with scope-mounted.

Mr. BELIN. Do you know whether or not the rifle would have been broken down in shipment or whether or not it would have been shipped fully assembled?

Mr. WALDMAN. It was customary for us to ship all of these rifles and scopes fully assembled, and I would have no reason to believe that this particular one would have been shipped otherwise.

Mr. BELIN. And do you know in what kind of a container it would have been shipped?

Mr. WALDMAN. It was customary for us to ship these rifles with scopes attached in a corrugated cardboard carton made for us by the Rudd Container Corporation of Chicago.

Mr. BELIN. About how long would that carton be in size, if you know?

Mr. WALDMAN. Approximately 60 inches.

========

Mr. BELIN. Mr. Waldman, when we testified upstairs in front of the microfilm machine, was the microfilm itself more clear or less clear than the photostats or prints that have been made from it?

Mr. WALDMAN. More clear.

Mr. BELIN. So it would be possible to read items on the microfilm itself that might
not come out clear on the printed copies?
Mr. WALDMAN. That’s correct.

We really must remember here that the Microfilm in question here has the most dubious of pasts. There exists FBI documentation as shown which both states the microfilm was taken by the FBI and left with Waldman for subpoena at some later date. The microfilm is no longer in its box at the archives and we’ve never seen the copy Waldman supposedly got back from the FBI – is there any wonder that it simply vanished while in the custody of the US Government?

Some of the items of evidence outside the closed loop which corroborates VC836=C2766 would be:

1. the logs describing by which carrier the rifle was shipped – both the carrier’s and Klein’s’ own records of how the rifle was shipped
2. itemized remittance of funds sent to the USPS by Klein’s for Parcel Post
3. the Klein’s master file of shipments received and given VC #’s
4. the copy of the microfilm the FBI says they gave back to Waldman

Picking up the rifle at the Dallas Post Office

While the Money Order evidence has its own set of problems, it is claimed that the rifle was prepared and shipped to HIDEELL at Oswald’s PO Box 2515 in Dallas in a 5 foot carton with the scope attached.

Since it would not fit as is in a PO Box USPS personnel would create a slip and leave it in the PO Box for retrieval of any oversized items. FBI investigation revealed no evidence that any USPS staff during that time period handled such a package, remembered Oswald (even though we have a man in Dallas receiving Communist literature and a Rifle from Chicago), or filled out any paperwork related to the delivery of a rifle (Form 2165). We are to remember that the Oswalds were supposedly living at 214 W. Neely at this time.

The FBI reports that HIDEELL is not listed on the PO Box 2915 application Oswald supposedly filled out as someone who may pick up their mail at his box. CE2585 p4

Harry Holmes is the source for the information that a notice is placed in a PO Box when a box too large is received. Holmes goes on to say a number of incorrect things such as the person picking up this slip would NOT have to show ID to pick up an oversized rifle carton; and that the notice would be placed in the PO Box regardless of the addressee’s name on the package.

Title 39-Chap 1 p45 section 4d
Add now to this how closely the FBI and other informants were watching and reporting on our Lee Harvey Oswald, defector returnee. There is not a single report or mention of our little defector having received a shipment from KLEIN’S SPORTING GOODS in the size of a rifle yet we are told of the communist magazines he receives – so someone is watching.

There is not a single Post Office employee who remembers being presented a notice for pick-up of this oversized package and there is no Form 2162 on file. Although the PO Box application FRONT is shown as Cadigan #13 the back is never shown which would identify who could also accept mail at this PO Box.

We are instead offered the following in the WCR stating that the application DID NOT show that A. Hidell could receive mail through this box which is amazing to me since we do not have an
image of the back, the FBI or Holmes could have easily stated the opposite without worry or recourse.

Surprisingly, the same Exhibit also shows the back of his PO Box application for #6225 also not showing A. Hidell as a person entitled to receive mail at that box. For someone the WC concluded was both Oswald and Hidell, his use of this alias is extremely limited. So much so that the FBI was still not sure if HIDELL was some other person as they did their Mexico City investigation. The Mystery Man photo was even investigated for it being HIDELL.

A couple things of note regarding some key dates.

- **March 12, 1963** – the day Oswald supposedly took 2-3 hours to purchase and mail a Postal Money Order with a filled out coupon to Klein’s for C20-T750

- **March 20, 1963** – this is the day reflected on Klein’s’ order blank related to Hidell which appears to be the shipping date since the PMO was “deposited” on March 13.
  - This is also the date Ruth Paine wrote on her calendar with the note “LHO – purchase of rifle”. Ruth hears this on the news on Nov 23rd and went to the calendar to make a note. [Mar/Apr Ruth’s calendar](#)
  - This is also the date the pistol order assumed to be from Jan 27, 1963 is shipped.

- **March 25-29, 1963** – these are the days on which Oswald could have picked up the rifle. He would need to sign form 2165, show ID which stated he was A. HIDELL and taken the 5 foot long package back to his apartment.
  - **Mr. RANKIN. Do you recall the first time that you observed the rifle?**
  - **Mrs. OSWALD. That was on Neely Street. I think that was in February.**

- **March 31, 1963** - the day on which the FBI decided Marina took the Back Yard Photos

- **April 6, 1963** – Oswald’s last day at Jaggars
• **April 8, 1963** - On Monday, April 8, Ruth Paine visited Marina at the Neely Street apartment, but Lee Harvey Oswald was not at home. According to Texas Employment Commission records Oswald visited their Dallas office that day.

• **April 10, 1963** – The Walker shooting

Klein’s did not send any ammunition with the order as none was ordered. Nor did they send a clip. For Oswald to even be considered a suspect he had to acquire at the very least ammunition – and steel jacketed ammunition at that. Mannlicher-Carcano 6.5mm ammo was not exactly a common commodity and we came to find through Sylvia Meager’s work that the government had the last contracted order for that type of ammunition and it was not being made any longer.

*Winchester Repeating Arms, of the US, manufactured 6.5x52 Carcano under a CIA (contract) during the early 50's. The intended use is not clear, but varies from being supplemental production for the Italian Military, use during the Greek civil-war, anti-communist efforts in Albania, etc. These rounds found their way into the surplus market in the early 1960’s. The rounds supposedly used by Lee Harvey Oswald to assassinate President John F. Kennedy were from this production.*

[http://personal.stevens.edu/~gliberat/carcano/ammo/history.html](http://personal.stevens.edu/~gliberat/carcano/ammo/history.html)

Another option not discussed too often is the use of sabots. *A sabot is a device used in a firearm or cannon to fire a projectile, such as a bullet, that is smaller than the bore diameter, or which must be held in a precise position.*

In our case, the sabot would hold the smaller 6.5mm bullet but be fired from a larger bore rifle like a 7.65mm for example. This in turn allows a shot to be fired from the 6th floor window yet not actually be fired from the rifle in evidence.

At the end of the day there is nothing offered in evidence to account for where the ammunition or clip came from and wound up in what was called "Oswald’s rifle".
There’s nothing to corroborate the delivery or picking up of said rifle.

There is nothing outside the closed loop corroborating evidence by which to compare the authenticity of the Klein’s evidence offered – which conflicts with what and when Feldsott offered THE SAME evidence to the FBI 4 months before Waldman.

There is simply no evidence at all related to a single one of the other 99 rifles supposedly purchased and sold through Klein’s from Feb 1963 up through the assassination on November 22, 1963.

By omitting evidence which would corroborate the standard procedures described in the FBI explanation of what happened we are left with evidence that can best be described as “self-corroborating” – a closed loop corroboration where the evidence is its own proof and convincingly so.

Unless you know the Evidence IS the Conspiracy.

Note: There are any number of tangents related to the provenance of the rifle in this case yet this series remains focused on the evidence directly related to the prime issue – that C2766 was Oswald’s via connections to Klein’s and Hidell.

The Hidell ID documents and their connection to Oswald will be explored in other E-IS-C essays along with a variety of other topics. I hope you stay tuned.

DJ
Appendix B – Processing Postal Money Orders

1. Purchaser of the PMO designate a “Payee” and fills out the purchaser’s information.
2. Purchaser pays for the PMO – Postal clerk tears PMO from stub and hands to Purchaser.
3. Purchaser provides PMO to designated Payee for deposit in exchange for goods/services.
4. Payee endorses the back of the PMO and deposits PMO in their Bank.
5. The Bank will then PROCESS the PMO, adding whatever marks, electronic or otherwise to the back of the PMO and record the payment to Payee in their records.

6. The Bank, now the new Payee, forwards the PMO to their affiliated Federal Reserve Bank for reimbursement of funds and processing [USPS Fed Res Sys process].
   a. All money orders are forwarded through the Federal Reserve Banking System, to which commercial banks have access.
      i. For this standard: **Money order means a U.S. Postal Money Order.**
   b. The postmaster general has the usual right of a drawee to examine money orders presented for payment by banks through the Federal Reserve System and to refuse payment of money orders, and has a reasonable time after presentation to make each examination. **Provisional credit is given to the Federal Reserve Bank when it furnishes the money orders for payment by the postmaster general.** Money orders are deemed paid only after examination is completed, subject to the postmaster general’s right to make reclamation under 3.4.
   c. **The presenting bank and the endorser of a money order presented for payment are deemed to guarantee to the postmaster general that all prior endorsements are genuine,** whether an express guarantee to that effect is placed on the money order. When an endorsement is made by a person other than the payee personally, the presenting bank and the endorser are deemed to guarantee to the postmaster general, in addition to other warranties, that the person who so endorsed had capacity and authority to endorse the money order for the payee.
   d. **The postmaster general has the right to demand refund from the presenting bank of the amount of a paid money order if, after payment, the money order is found to be stolen, or to have a forged or unauthorized endorsement, or to contain any material defect or alteration not discovered on examination.** Such right includes, but is not limited to, the right to make reclamation of the amount by which a genuine money order with a proper and authorized endorsement has been raised. Such right must be exercised within a reasonable time after the postmaster general discovers that the money order is stolen, bears a forged or unauthorized endorsement, or is otherwise defective. If refund is not made by the presenting bank within 60 days after demand, the postmaster general takes such actions as may be necessary to protect the interests of the United States.

7. The Federal Reserve Bank will record the transaction and also include markings on the back of the PMO in accordance to their batch processing rules.
   a. Today, the Federal Reserve Banking System (FRBS) processes everything electronically yet fairly recently the paper products themselves were sent through Batch Processing machines. Section 7040 of Chapter 7000 of the “Procedures for Processing Postal Money Orders” tells us:
      i. **Section 7040 -Processing Fit Money Orders**
         7030.25 -Fit Money Order. A money order that can be completely processed on high speed processing equipment.
         • Batching and Listing Fit Money Orders. **Paper money orders are MICR printed with the routing code (including a routing number of 0000-0020 or 000000204) and the serial number**
with check digit. The routing number is also preprinted in the upper right corner on the form, which is in the location and front as prescribed by the ABA.

FRBs will process FIT money orders as follows:
- Receive money orders from banks and process on high speed equipment in the manner most compatible with the processing of other categories of cash items.
- Prepare batches of no more than 500 items.
- Insert (in numerical sequence) USPS batch Locator Control Documents so that one is filed at the beginning of each batch of money orders to be read.
- Create a paper-tape list of serial numbers with optional check digit and amount of each money order read. The list will show the batch number and a subtotal for each batch with an overall total of all money orders listed on the paper tape.
- The total amount of fit items should be entered on PS Form 1901, code 100.
- Money orders bearing unreadable MICR characters in the on-us field are not to be rejected and handled as mutilated. List the characters that can be read on the paper tape as a reconcilement aid.

ii. Section 7040 & 7050 (Manual process)
- 7050.20 - Insert a USPS Batch Locator Control Document at the beginning of each batch of mutilated money orders.
- 7050.30 - Prepare an adding machine listing of each batch showing the following information:
  a. FRB name or code at the top.
  b. The amount of each item.
  c. The total amount of the batch.
  d. FRB clearance date.
  e. Batch number

iii. Section 7070 - Processing Old Style Money Orders
- "Punch card" money orders that have the ABA routing number 0000-0119 will be handled as mutilated items. They should be identified as old style "punch card" money orders on the PS Form 1901 for code 004